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Web Designer & Developer with 7+ years of experience. Creative with an
excellent sense of general design principles, typography, and layout. Constantly
seeking ways to create useful, usable, and beautiful designs, as well as innovate
current ones. Cheerful and empathic with an open and flexible mind what leads
to the unique ability to communicate and understand customer needs.
Experience

Freelance Web Designer & Developer

2010 - 01.2018

GDYNIA, POLAND

• Responsible for architecting, developing and implementing websites for small and
mid-size companies in the country and internationally (Paris, Dubai). Work included
understanding customer needs and direction of the company, choosing matching
color scheme and typography, logo design, advising with photography, finding suitable
CMS, coding (HTML5, CSS3, jQuery, Responsive Web Design).

• Daily/Weekly/monthly maintenances of existing websites that included coding and retouching photography from digital studios or stock photos websites to ensure
accurate appearance on site.

• Work on various CMS and CMS e-commerce platforms (mainly on very user-friendly
Perch, WordPress, Joomla).

Yoga Teacher

2004 - 01.2018

GDYNIA, POLAND

Yoga teacher and founder of Joga Ananda Yoga studio.

Skills

Creative with a positive attitude. A meticulous eye towards creating pixel perfect
designs with good understanding how fonts and good design can influence the user,
therefore, that leads to a strong need to create websites that help companies to grow
and in the same time make emotional connections with their customers. Attentive and
open minded.
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jQuery
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Microsoft Suite Adobe Suite

Sketch
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Familiar with
CSS preprocessors,
Git, command line

Working knowledge

Maciej Pienczewski
Languages

English - Fluent

Education &
Trainings

Front-End Web Developer Nanodegree @ Udacity

2017

Advanced Adobe Photoshop @ Combidata

2010

Adobe Photoshop for DTP & WEB @ LabelPoland

2010

Polish - Native

High School Diploma, 10th High School in Gdynia, Poland

Hobbies &
Interests

Yoga, meditation, self-growth, traveling, aviation.

2000 - 2004

